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This week

Corruption and the 
Odebrecht Scandal

Can transparency reduce 
corruption?



Corruption is an everywhere problem





Roasted at Mardi Gras



Corruption is…

But what is it, exactly?

“Behavior which deviates from the 
formal duties of a public role because 

of private-regarding…gains” (Nye, 1967)

“The improper use of public office in 
exchange for private gain”  

(Treisman, 2000)



Frozen-solid 90k in cash is pretty clear

Murky concept

What about when “private gain” is more 
indirect?

A political lobby gives money to a 
politician’s reelection campaign; is this 

“corruption”?





$398 million earmarked for 
a bridge connecting an 
island of 50 residents

Pork barrel spending trades 
support for localized 

spending, benefits only their 
constituents; is this 

“corruption”?



Private gain is a key part of the recipe

But norms surrounding appropriate 
behavior is also key

But what if corruption is the norm?



Why does corruption vary?

Bit mysterious: development, quality of institutions, 
inequality, but what’s the direction of causality?



In Latin America the influence of 
organized crime can’t be understated

Homework for this week!

Costa Rica, Chile, Uruguay = low 
organized crime, low corruption

Mexico, Colombia = high organized 
crime, high corruption

But doesn’t explain everything 
(Argentina?)



Corruption is a big topic of discussion in 
Latin America

And not without reason…



Odebrecht scandal; pretrial 
detention

Odebrecht scandal, money 
laundering; jail

Odebrecht scandal; suicide

Odebrecht scandal; fighting 
extradition from US

Interim president…

Human rights abuses, money 
laundering, bribes, phone-

tapping; in jail



Hard to measure!  
Lots of “perceptions”!



Perceptions center on national govt



Corruption frequent at both the 
national and local level



Bribes are not uncommon, in Venezuela 
close to 2/3 report bribes



Bribes are most direct way citizens interact with 
corruption, but they’re complicated:

Can be “extortionary”: if you want your water turned 
back on you have to bribe me

Can be “for advantage”: give me X amount and you get 
out of this parking ticket

Are these really different things? If so, how?



Interesting (but insane) study

Researchers break law in front of police, 
measure bribe incidence



Vary whether law-breaker appearance connotes 
“low” or “high” class

Both stopped at equal rates

But lower class driver more likely to be 
asked for bribe (“mordida”)

Interviews suggest police fear 
retaliation from higher-class citizen



Study gets at a crucial element of how corruption is 
viewed in Latin America

Corruption lets politicians self-enrich instead of govern

Or lets powerful stand “above” the law



The Odebrecth Scandal





And many more



Begins in 2014 with Lava Jato (“car wash”) anti-
corruption operations in Brazil

Involves corruption in public works contracts and a 
complex web of offshore shell companies 

(remember week on taxation!)

Odebrecth construction company implicated in 
paying > $780 million in bribes to win $3.34 billion in 

benefits 



Odebrecht was a huge scandal but corruption in 
public works contracts is common and old as time



Mayor wants a bridge built somewhere, but 
doesn’t build bridges

Companies make proposals including cost

Competition should drive down cost, increase 
quality

Corruption in public works typically involves 
avoiding competition



One approach is to offer side-payments (bribe) to 
mayor to win bids

Worth it if value of contract - bribe > value of 
contract under competition

Takes advantage of discretion surrounding cost-
quality tradeoff



Construction companies also collude to “take 
turns” winning contracts

Company A’s “turn”:  
A presents bid at X 

B, C, D present bid at X + 1

Easier with fewer companies or in more localized 
projects



This means taxpayers overpay for public goods, 
and the quality of public goods suffers



Corruption:

Undermines citizens’ stake 
in the political process

Is normatively bad 

Produces worse public 
goods

Consequences

Influences electoral politics



“Ni corrupto, ni ladron”

Also places a premium on candidates’ ability 
to signal “honesty” or “incorruptibility”



Voters may incorrectly perceive corruption as a 
personal failing rather than a systemic issue



Next time: 
Efforts to end corruption





Detour

How will coronavirus affect LA 
in particular?





When it rains it pours…



Public spending going up

State revenue going down





This week

Corruption and the 
Odebrecht Scandal

Can transparency reduce 
corruption?



FIGHTING CORRUPTION

Elections as tools to filter and discipline 
politicians

Effective judicial and prosecutorial 
institutions



We think corruption in part a function of 
discretion + lack of oversight

Most efforts aim at reducing discretion and 
increase oversight



THE BRAZILIAN CASE
Brazilian government is highly 

decentralized

Every year, cities receive millions of dollars 
from federal government for public goods

Mayors have little oversight over spending, 
corruption is rampant



Paid for but unfinished public works

Substitute cheap material, pocket difference



Hire “phantom firms” for fake projects



List experiments

Ceiling and floor effects make list 
experiments challenging



Corruption and norms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kkmgmvSWPQ


Other approaches: over-invoicing of goods 
and services, diverting funds

The point is the mayor was given money to 
build a bridge, but: 

No one checks the bridge was built

Citizens unlikely to detect, lack information



MONITORING AND AUDITING



BRAZIL’S AUDIT LOTTERIES

Beginning in 2003, Brazil announces they will audit 
60 munis chosen by lottery, every 2-4 months

Office of Comptroller General gathers info on 
federal transfers for chosen munis, sends auditors

Produce report of irregularities, publish publicly, 
sent to Courts/Police



Since lottery is random we have 
a nice natural experiment

Compare corruption in munis 
audited for first time versus 
munis audited a second time

Audits reduce corruption, 
increase legal proceedings 

against mayors



Prices go down following audits = likely sign of over-billing



Big, expensive, need capacity

Need political willpower (i.e., Brazilian 
officials chose to do these audits)

LIMITATIONS

Transgressors might adapt in the long-
term



Study from Puerto Rico suggests audit 
effects may not last



(not great) evidence from India suggests move from 
easy corruption (ghost projects) to hard corruption 

(fudging record-keeping)



“Big data” approaches

Digitizing property records in rural India, Colombia

Digitized contracts in Chile allows comparison of 
cost of bids to services purchased by government

Social audits: train people to identify, report 
malfeasance



No guarantee identifying corruption will remove 
public official

This is why so much emphasis on publicizing 
corruption



ELECTORAL ACCOUNTABILITY
In democracies, citizens elect officials that design 

and implement policy

Corruption/incompetence punished at the ballot box

Desire to stay in office prevents corruption, even 
when opportunity exists

How does this story break down?



CAN CITIZENS EVEN OBSERVE 
CORRUPTION?

The functionaries of every government have 
propensities to command at will the liberty 
and Property of their constituents. There is no 
safe deposit for these but with the people 
themselves, nor can they be safe with them 
without information. Where the Press is free, 
and every man able to read, all is 
safe.” (THOMAS JEFFERSON)

Citizens learn about corrupt behavior via media



USA about 5 times more corrupt in 
1870 than 1970***

We think drop in corruption = political competition + 
active media + independent judiciary



Corruption pretty hard to identify from citizen 
perspective, especially who is to blame

Identifying which candidate will best battle 
corruption is also difficult (every candidate 

claims to be incorruptible!)

Effects of corruption awareness —> vote 
outcome are unclear



Why does it seem elections 
don’t hold politicians 

accountable?

The Pavao reading









Corruption as a constant

Voters may (incorrectly?) believe 
corruption is equally distributed across 

all parties/candidates

Voters become cynical, base vote less on 
corruption and more on other issues

What are some implications of this?



CONCLUSIONS
Two places to “push” on corruption

Increased monitoring/accountability

Increased public pressure/electoral pressure

Corruption never goes to 0! Is there an 
“acceptable” level of corruption?


